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ABSTRACT
Violent and unpredictable winds are a phenomenon that accompanies climate change.
The method of limiting the level of wind damage in forests is the cultivation of multispecies, multi-story tree stands, appropriate spatial arrangement of age classes of tree
stands, and cultivation measures increasing the stability of a single tree in a stand. There
are many features of a single tree that determine resistance to abiotic damage caused by
violent winds. In research on the resistance of trees and stands to the damaging effects of
wind and snow, the slenderness coefficient is commonly used. The aim of the study is to
form: (i) an assessment of the diagnostic (predictive) value of the slenderness coefficient
against other variables used in wind damage risk modelling; (ii) a review of critical values
of slenderness coefficients; (iii) conclusions for silviculture (forest management) from the
research on the stability of tree stands, taking into account the slenderness coefficient.
KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction
The current climate changes are associated with frequent occurrence of violent and
unpredictable winds (Haarsma et al. 2013). Climate warming is likely to shorten the
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period during which the soil will be frozen, thus weakening the anchoring force of
trees (Gregow et al. 2011). Taking the risk of wind damage into consideration is now
becoming an important part of silvicultural planning (Schuck and Schelhaas 2013).
Resistance (or lack thereof) to wind damage is related to the individual characteristics of a tree and a stand, such as tree species, height, DBH, crown size, density, vertical
structure, spatial arrangement of gaps, rooting depth, root system size and distribution
of anchor roots as well as the presence of root or stem rot (Zajączkowski 1991, Valinger
and Fridman 2011, Albrecht et al. 2012, Hanewinkel et al. 2014, Pasztor et al. 2015,
Pukkala et al. 2016). Each of the listed features of a single tree (crown length, slenderness and size of the root system) individually affects the stability of the tree and can
be shaped as part of the silvicultural intervention. Resistance to wind damage is also
dependent on soil and orographic features, such as soil moisture (Mitchell et al. 2001),
exposure to prevailing winds, inclination, altitude and on the characteristics of adjacent
tree stands (age and height differences) and their spatial arrangement (Mitchell et al.
2001, Forsell et al. 2011, Albrecht et al. 2012, Hanewinkel et al. 2014 Pasztor et al. 2015).
In research on the resistance of trees and stands to the damaging effects of wind and
snow, the slenderness coefficient is commonly used. This, like the stem taper which
is the inverse of slenderness, is a synthetic indicator of the shape of the trunk. The
slenderness coefficient for a single tree is calculated by dividing the height (H) by the
DBH (D), hence the abbreviation H/D or H/D ratio is often given instead of the name.
Most often, both quantities are expressed in the same units, but this is not always the
case. Some authors adopt different units for height (meters) and DBH (centimetres).
The slenderness coefficient is calculated for a stand by dividing the mean tree height
by the mean DBH, usually taking the basal area as weight function. Due to the fact
that trees growing in the highest layer have a dominant influence on the stability of the
stand, calculations are often performed for dominant trees (100–250 of the thickest
trees on 1 hectare). Mitchell (2000) postulates the use of the slenderness coefficient as
a dynamic variable that creates a time sequence (calculated on the basis of annual height
and DBH increments). This approach to the indicator allows the observation of a tree’s
reaction (H/D changes) to the performed thinning treatment and provides a basis for
determining the intensity and recurrence of the treatment as a result. Mitchell (2000)
also indicates that the reaction of a tree to stand thinning is associated with a temporary reduction in height increment and an intensification of thickness increment. As
a result, the H/D ratio drops significantly after the procedure. The reaction of trees
depends on their biosocial position and the shape of the trunk before the treatment.
Also, not all trees respond equally effectively, which may be the basis for selecting trees
to be removed (the ones less responsive to cutting).
The larger the DBH of a tree at the same height (lower H/D ratios), the greater
the force required to bend its trunk. This regularity is the canon of textbook knowledge in the field of shaping the wind resistance of trees and stands (Abetz 1976 as
cited: Jaworski 2013, Burschel and Huss 1997). According to Zajączkowski (1991),
pines with the slenderness coefficient of 71 and 107, at a wind speed of 17 m · s–1,
broke at the limit bending moment of 40 and 12 kNm respectively. A low slenderness
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coefficient is associated with a longer crown, a lower centre of gravity and a better
developed root system due to a larger growth space. Therefore, trees with higher
values of the slenderness coefficient (slender trees) are much more susceptible to
wind damage. As the centre of gravity is lowered by lengthening the tree crown, the
fracture resistance increases (the force needed to bend the trunk increases). The free
development of the crown promotes the increase in DBH increment and the increase
of stem taper (Petty and Worrell 1981). Increasing the growth space of crowns also
limits their asymmetric development (Petty and Swain 1985, Valinger et al. 1994),
and trees with regular crowns are less prone to swinging (e.g., under asymmetric
snow loads). The occurrence of the twisting moment is also observed to a lesser
extent. The roots of trees in a loosened stand more firmly anchor in the soil, which
leads to an increase in resistance to windthrows (Nielsen 1995). At the same time,
however, large tree crowns offer greater resistance to the pressing wind. Jelonek et al.
(2013) found that the broken pines had a significantly higher slenderness coefficient,
but also longer crowns and a lower centre of gravity than the trees undamaged by the
wind (probably with the same slenderness coefficient – author’s note). Calculations
published by Konôpek (1977 as cited in Jaworski 2013) indicate that at the same wind
speed (70 km · h–1) Norway spruces (Picea abies [L.] Karst) with a vertical crosssection area of 11.0 and 25.5 m2 differed in the crown load 165 and 382 kg, respectively. Trees with large crowns are also characterized by an unfavourable proportion
of the crown weight to the stem weight. Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) with
twice the (100% compared to 50%) ratio of the crown mass to the trunk mass broke
at the wind speed about 30% lower (Petty and Swain 1985). In the quoted publication,
trees with the same H/D and height were compared. Petty and Swan (1985) also point
out that in order to break a 20% lower Sitka spruce (with the same H/D as a higher
spruce), a wind speed greater of approx. 20–30% is needed. Tall trees are more at
risk from wind than short trees with the same H/D because wind speed increases
with distance from the ground (Galinski 1989, Peltola and Kellomäki 1993), and the
bending moment increases with height (Petty and Worrell 1981, Cremer et al. 1982,
Peltola and Kellomäki 1993). The given dependencies show that the assessment of the
tree stability only on the basis of the slenderness coefficient is not clear.
The aim of the study is to present: (i) an assessment of the diagnostic (predictive)
value of the slenderness coefficient against other variables used in wind damage risk
modelling; (ii) a review of critical values of slenderness coefficients; (iii) conclusions
for silviculture (forest management) from the research on the stability of tree stands,
taking into account the slenderness coefficient.

2. Significance of the slenderness coefficient in risk diagnostics
The slenderness coefficient is used in two purposes: (i) in identifying hazards from
abiotic damage and (ii) as one of the independent variables in modelling of these
hazards.
acta silvestria • vol. LVII • 2020 • 7–24
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In some publications, the authors use the slenderness coefficient as a measure of trees/
stands. They formulate conclusions and assessments as to the validity of the stand tending, assuming that some H/D ratios will be more resistant to wind and snow. Publications
using the slenderness ratio as the only and absolute measure of tree stand stability also
concern species that are exotic to Europe (Adeyemi and Adesoye 2016). In order to assess
whether the features of a tree/stand indicate the “safe level” of the slenderness coefficient,
the relationships (correlations) between the features of the tree (e.g., tree diameter at
breast height (DBH), height, crown length and age), the stand (e.g., stand density level,
species composition, and site index values) and the slenderness coefficient are investigated (Rymer-Dudzińska 1992, Wang et al. 1998, Wilson and Oliver 2000, Orzeł 2007,
Kaźmierczak at al. 2008, Korzeniewicz et al. 2016, 2019). A similar idea gives reasons
for the creation of stand density management diagrams (SDMD), created on the basis of
regression relationships between various stand characteristics, on the scale of the entire
production period (rotation age) (Castedo-Dorado et al. 2009, Vacchiano et al. 2013,
Meng et al. 2017). The diagrams allow to determine the correlation between the variables related to the production of wood (e.g., quadratic mean diameter, stand merchantable volume) and the number of trees per area unit. They allow to assess the effects of
a given intensity of cuts and their intervals, taking into account the age of the stand.
The diagrams also allow to determine the average slenderness coefficient of the stand
(e.g., for a given density) or contain isolines for stand slenderness coefficient and the
zones of stability (e.g., stable, intermediate, unstable zone). SDMD diagrams allow foresters to compare different thinning schedules (and intensity and intervals) that take into
account both wood production and the risk of wind or snow damage. In the mentioned
methods (studies) it is assumed that H/D is a sufficient measure of stability. The aim of
such research is to determine the slenderness coefficient interpreted as the level of wind
damage threat to the stand. However, it was not always an element of the cited papers
to verify, in the specific cases covered by the research, whether there is indeed a linear
relationship between the slenderness coefficient and resistance to wind damage of stands,
which were often of different age, density or structure.
Another methodological approach is to create models that allow to predict the fact
of wind damage or the probability of its occurrence. In these models, the slenderness
coefficient is one of many variables. Predictors used in these empirical studies have
included: variables concerning the topographic situation (Mitchell et al. 2001, Albrecht
et al. 2012, Hanewinkel et al. 2014, Pasztor et al. 2015); variables referring to the soil
and site conditions (Mitchell et al. 2001); and variables describing stand- and tree-level
characteristics such as mean basal area (Valinger and Fridman 2011, Albrecht et al.
2012, Pasztor et al. 2015), density (Pukkala et al. 2016), tree size (height, diameter)
(Martín-Alcón et al. 2010, Albrecht et al. 2012, Pukkala et al. 2016), stand structure
(Hanewinkel et al. 2014, Pukkala et al. 2016), dominant species and species diversity
(Valinger and Fridman 2011, Albrecht et al. 2012, Pasztor et al. 2015). The analysis
of the effectiveness, measures of fit, predictive and classification capabilities of these
models shows that the slenderness coefficient as a single variable often has a relatively
small value as an independent variable.
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Pukkala et al. (2016) studied the features of damaged and undamaged single trees in
stands managed with various methods (according to different principles): control (no
cuttings); dimension cutting; selective high thinning of previously high-thinned stand;
low thinning of previously low-thinned stand; high thinning of previously low-thinned
stand; thinning of a mature previously low-thinned stand; regenerative shelterwood
cut. Dimension cutting and single-tree selection methods represented continuous
cover forestry. In this study authors modelled the probability of wind throw as a function of thinning type, time since previous cutting, characteristics of the subject tree and
stand, and shelter provided by adjacent upwind stands. The authors used the following as variables: diameter (cm), height (m), H/D ratio, basal area (m2 · ha–1), shelter
basal area (m2 · ha–1) – weighted (proportions of the directions of damaging winds
as weights), basal area of adjacent upwind (from windward) plots, time since cutting
(years). Slender (high H/D) trees had a higher probability of wind throw (increasing
H/D ratio increases the probability of damage). In the cited studies, the variable (slenderness coefficient) turned out to be useful, but only in interaction with a specific level
of basal area and DBH. The level of damage in the stands managed with the methods
represented by continuous cover forestry was lower.
In the publication by Martín-Alcón et al. (2010), for snow and wind damage modelling (as a measure the percentage of trees presenting damages was used) the following
tree stand features were applied: tree canopy cover (%), density (trees · ha–1), basal area
(m2 · ha–1), non-coniferous basal area (%), quadratic mean diameter (cm), coefficient of
variation of the diameter at breast height, mean height (m), dominant height (m), plot
average slenderness coefficient (m · cm–1), dominant strata slenderness coefficient (m
· cm–1). The variables were supplemented with site features: elevation (m a.s.l.), slope
(%), soil pH. Plot average slenderness coefficient was calculated as a ratio between the
average tree height (m) and the average tree diameter (cm). Dominant strata slenderness coefficient was defined as the relation between the height of the dominant trees
(m) and the quadratic mean diameter within a plot (cm). Both the plot average and
the dominant strata slenderness coefficient influenced the prediction of the percentage
of damaged trees in the stand. The higher the coefficient values, the greater the threat.
Ultimately, in the model proposed by the authors (Martín-Alcón et al. 2010), the dominant strata slenderness coefficient divided by the basal area was taken into account. It
was concluded that for a given slenderness coefficient, the damage increased strongly
in stands with a lower density, which was especially evident in stands with the basal
area of less than 15 m2 · ha–1. In loosened stands, the resistance of single trees is very
significant. For in stands with full closure, the trees support each other. The percentage
of trees damaged in the stand by wind and snow strongly decreases with a higher basal
area for a given dominant strata slenderness coefficient. The authors estimate that slenderness alone is not a good indicator of stand stability, because an indicator of the effect
of mutual support of trees within the stand is also needed (Martín-Alcón et al. 2010).
Other authors express this opinion as well (Schütz et al. 2006, Schelhaas et al. 2007).
In the publication by Albrecht et al. (2012) four steps involved in statistical modelling
of empirical storm damage data (hurdle model) was presented. The following variable
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groups were used: tree species, tree/stand dimension, H/D ratio, stand density, silvicultural intervention, site/soil, historic stand density, orography/wind data. The aggregate
number of tested predictor variables is 47 variables. In the “H/D ratio” variables group,
the following slenderness coefficients calculated for a stand were tested: mean stand
H/D ratio (Hg/Dg, g – basal area); dominant stand H100/D100 ratio (mean quadratic
height and diameter of 100 thickest trees per ha); relative H100/D100 ratio (value for
a given stand divided by the average for all stands, in height classes of every 5 m). In the
scale of a single tree, the tree H/D ratio and relative tree H/D ratio were used. In calculations, height was expressed in (m) and DBH in (cm). Summarized weight of “H/D ratio”
predictor group for the analysis of storm damage was 15% (all variable groups added up
to 100%). Among the variables of the “H/D ratio” group, only the relative H100/D100
ratio variable was a statistically significant component of the models. The authors stated,
however, that: “signal obtained from our dataset for the relative H/D ratio was partly
contradictory”. In the summary of the work, the authors did not distinguish variables
from the “H/D ratio” group among the variables useful for modelling the predisposition
of a stand to wind damage. In a discussion to this publication, a critical assessment of
appropriability of the slenderness coefficient as the wind damage predictor was included.
It was explained that in the first half of the 20th century, high-density stands were cultivated and the slenderness coefficients (H/D ratio) were high. Currently, stands grown
in low tree density (lower H/D ratios) are preferred. In the first half of the 20th century,
however, such an increase in catastrophic wind damage was not observed. Introduction
of data from the first half of the 20th century (high H/D and no hurricanes) and data
from the second half of this century (low H/D and frequent hurricanes) into the models
leads to false correlations. Moreover, trees grow quickly in height at a young age, and
with age, the growth in height rate decreases and the H/D ratio decreases, so the variable
height must be considered simultaneously. It should also be remembered that in more
fertile habitats with higher site index, slenderness coefficients are higher and reach their
maximum values earlier (they culminate earlier).
In the summary of research by Oliverir (1987), it was found that trees with low H/D
ratios have large crowns that offer greater resistance to the winds. A tampered trunk
(lower H/D ratios) is more resistant to breaking, but the bending moment at the same
wind speed will be greater for these trees. Taking into account the above-mentioned
factors, the author of the quoted publication does not recommend using the H/D ratio
as a single variable that is a predictor of resistance to wind damage. In the summary
of the study results, the author states that the most important factors influencing the
risk of wind damage are: tree species affiliation and stand height. The data on past
thinning and final cuttings explain the damage predisposition of the stand better than
for example stand density, soil and site conditions or topographic variables. Removal
of dominant trees is detrimental to the stability of the stand and such cuts should be
avoided, especially in spruce stands. However, the removal of dominant trees during
regeneration cuttings, e.g., taking into account the target DBH, is inevitable.
Schütz et al. (2006) studied the relationship between damage indices after LOTHAR
(dependent variable) and the traits of damaged stands. For spruce stands, the follow-
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ing variables were taken into account: aspect classes, top height, stand closure before
LOTHAR, wind turbulence level, slenderness coefficient, crown proportions, elevation
a.s.l., thinning intensity, slope, wind speed. Only the first 3 variables were included in
the regression model. The slenderness coefficient was a nonsignificant variable. In the
beech stands (Fagus silvatica L.), the following variables were of significant importance
in the regression model: wind speed and year after last thinning. Also, in this case, the
slenderness coefficient was a nonsignificant variable. In addition, the authors found
that the admixture of approximately 10% of deciduous tree species or wind-resistant
conifers, such as Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco), decreased the
sensitivity of spruce stands to wind damage more than three times. On wind-exposed
aspects the damage was more than twice the average. Forest stands on hillsides with
a slope above 50% were six times more exposed to wind than hillsides with a slope
below 20%. Based on their own research and the cited literature, the authors suggest
that the presence of gaps and the total length of the borders with neighbouring stands
increases the susceptibility to damage. The risk of destabilisation increases significantly
with the width of the gaps from 1 to 2 times greater than the height of the dominant
trees (Gardiner et al. 1997). Each hurricane creates new gaps and also enlarges existing
ones. The enlargement of gaps occurs more often than the creation of new gaps (Quine
2003). The authors (Schütz et al. 2006) recommend stabilising thinning at an early age
(up to 60 for spruce and up to 75 for beech).
In the publication by Díaz-Yáñez et al. (2019) variables related to site: altitude (m),
relief, latitude (m), slope (%) and soil type and to stand features: species, mean diameter (cm), dominant height (m), slenderness (m · cm−1), density (trees · ha−1), Gini
index, Shannon coefficient were used. 313 models were created, indicating the impact
of various variables on the probability (forecast) of wind damage and the interactions
between the variables. The variables most strongly associated with the occurrence of
damage are: latitude, altitude and slope (related to site and location), and tree density,
mean diameter and height (related to forest characteristics). It was found that stand
dominant height is a key variable in explaining damage probability. Stand slenderness
has a limited effect. In the best models (in terms of predictions), the slenderness coefficient contributed to explaining the probability of damages below 10%. Increasing slenderness did not affect the probability of damage occurring in any of the analysed forest
types. Research results indicate that height explains the greater part of the probability of
damage, while slenderness has a very limited effect. The authors explain it with the fact
that slenderness provides information about stability at the tree level, not at the stand
level, which may explain the lack of influence on the models presented in the study. In
previous studies (Díaz-Yáñez et al. 2017), they also found that stand slenderness itself is
not a good predictor for determining the level of resistance to snow and wind damage,
although it turned out to be one of the important variables in determining the intensity
and type of damage in spruce and mixed stands.
In the publication by Bergeron et al. (2009), the critical bending moment of Picea
mariana (Mill.) B.S.P trees in stands of regular and irregular structures was defined.
The relationship between bending moment and tree and stand characteristics was
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calculated. The following variables were included: stem mass, average spacing between
trees and H/D ratio. Stem mass was the most useful and significant explanatory variable. The slenderness coefficient was important only when the sample included not only
broken and overturned trees, but also snapped trees. Stands with irregular structures
were not found to be more resistant to wind than regular stands. In the case of identical
tree features (stem mass and H/D ratio), no increase in resistance was found in stands
with a different structure, taking into account both stem breakage and overturning. The
authors state, however, that in irregular stands, trees may have more tampered stems,
which increases their resistance to wind. They recommend not to keep trees that are
too old due to the presence and development of decay. They also recommend promoting trees with a low slenderness coefficient and frequent cutting intervals.
Peltola et al. (1997) point to the interaction between the slenderness coefficient,
snow load and wind speed related to damage leading to breaking or uprooting of
a single tree. Scots pine (Pinus silvestris L.) and Norway spruce with H/D of 120 were
damaged at a short-term snow load of 60 kg · m–2 and a wind speed of 9 m · s–1. Similar
damage was recorded for a long-term snow load of 20–40 kg · m–2. Long-term snow
load with a mass of 60 kg · m–2 caused breakage of trees with H/D of 100. The authors
found that pines and spruces with a slenderness coefficient of 120 are more liable to
being uprooted than to stem breakage with a short-term snow load of 20, 40 and 60 kg
· m–2 (less wind speed was needed to cause this type of damage). The risk of uprooting
was more likely than stem breakage after heavy snowfall in late autumn in unfrozen
soil conditions. Pines and spruces with an H/D of 80 (grown in a loose spacing and/or
heavily thinned) were not exposed to a high risk of snow damage. The authors explain
that with a low slenderness coefficient, snow would be dislodged from the tree crowns
by gusts of wind. In the publication by Päätalo et al. (1999), it was specified that low
wind speeds (below 9 m · s–1) and significant snow loads increase the risk of damage,
while higher wind speeds remove snow from the crowns.
In the publication by Päätalo et al. (1999), regression models were used to predict
the critical wind speed that would cause uprooting or windfalls. The equations used
stand density, snow load and distance from stand edge variables and characteristics of
a single tree, such as: DBH and height as well as length, width and area of the crown;
the length and width of the root system; the mass of the trunk, roots and crown. In
the case of these studies, only the slenderness coefficient was of significant predictive
importance among the characteristics of a single tree.

3. Critical H/D ratios
Due to the widespread use of the slenderness coefficient as a measure (indicator)
of resistance to wind damage, many authors provide its desired/critical values. In
Germany, Abetz (1987) recommended a slenderness coefficient of around 80 as appropriate for Norway spruce. In general, the value of 80 can be considered as textbook
value. In the textbook by Burschel and Huss (1997), the authors adopted the following
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scale of values for conifers: very unstable (H/D > 100), unstable (H/D 80–100), stable
(H/D < 80), trees growing singly (H/D < 45). In the studies by Thomasius et al. (1986
as cited: Wilson and Oliver 2000), conducted in Norway spruce stands, it was found
that at 80% canopy closure on dry soils (ensuring good tree anchorage), average H/D
ratios for stands may exceed 100, but they must be below 100 in wet soils (weaker tree
anchorage). At 40% density, the H/D ratios must be below 100 (dry soils) and below
80 (wet soils). The presence of root or butt rot in the stand required lower H/D ratios
to maintain stability. Johann (1981) and Rottmann (1985 as cited: Peltola et al. 1997)
suggest that Norway spruces and Scots pines with slenderness coefficient of 90–100
are prone to damage if the crown is very short. Trees with H/D of 70 or below are not
exposed to snow damage (Rottmann 1985 as cited: Peltola et al. 1997). Becquey i RiouNivert (1987 as cited: Wilson and Oliver 2000) defined the H/D range increasing the
stability of the Norway spruce stand in France after the hurricane of 1982. For stand
heights of 20 to 30 m, the “unstable” mean H/D ratios were above 90; stable stands had
mean H/D ratios below 60. For Douglas fir from the territory of the Netherlands, it
is recommended to keep the slenderness coefficient not higher than 50–60 as safe for
this species at medium wind speeds (Faber 1975). The model proposed by Lohmander
and Helles (1987) predicted 100% damage probability for Douglas fir with H/D ratios
greater than 67 and heights greater than 25 m (after a very strong storm in Denmark
in 1981). The probability of damage was reduced to 50% when the trees were 20 m
tall (with the same H/D). Wind damage probabilities decreased dramatically as the
H/D ratios approached 50. Cremer et al. (1982) found that the wind threat for Pinus
radiata D. Don is high when H/D is 90–100 (for 200 dominating trees on the area of
1 hectare). Directly after the performance of thinning, the safe H/D border decreased
to 85. Minimal damage occurred in stands with H/D below 80. P. radiata growing with
no canopy closure were undamaged and had H/D of 38.

4. Summary
Methods for wind and snow damage level limitation are cultivating multispecies and
multigenerational stands, correct spatial distribution of stands of different age and height
in regard to each other and silvicultural measures increasing the stability of a single tree
in a stand. One of measures of this stability is the slenderness coefficient. The stands
that require thinning to improve stability are usually single-storey and consist of trees
with little stability (short crowns, high H/D ratio, high centre of gravity). The treatments
provide stand endurance in the long term, while increasing the risk immediately after their
implementation. The destabilisation effect after the treatment is due to an increase in the
roughness of the crown storey (gaps appear, provoking the emergence of turbulence), and
the lack of support for neighbouring and not very stable trees. The threat is temporary, as
the stand becomes compact again after 2–8 years (Cremer et al. 1982). Mostly threatened
are medium-aged condense stands in which too radical (strong) thinning was performed.
Strong thinning in such stands leads to a temporary increase of wind damage probability
acta silvestria • vol. LVII • 2020 • 7–24
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(Cremer et al. 1982, Hanewinkel et al. 2014). Strong thinning is to be avoided, especially
in high-risk areas and trees of high H/D ratio are to be removed. Strong thinning is to be
avoided especially in areas with high snow precipitation (Valinger et al. 1994). A strategy
should be adopted to strengthen the factors determining the stability of a single tree (slenderness, crown length and shape) without permanently breaking the canopy closure. In
even-aged forests of high damage risk, very early and frequent improvement cuttings are
to be performed. Treatments should begin with stronger cuts at a very young age, gradually reducing their intensity with age (Martín-Alcón et al. 2010). Negligence during the
first non-commercial and commercial thinnings cannot be compensated for with subsequent strong treatments (Burschel and Huss 1997). Authors in the textbook (Burschel
and Huss 1997) formulated this problem in the form of a very convincing care program
for Norway spruce (Gesichtspunkte für die Erziehung von Fichtenbeständen im praktischen Betrieb). An alternative to cuts reducing density can be a looser planting spacing, approx. 2500 pcs. ha–1 of Norway spruce seedlings (Chroust 1986 as cited: Jaworski
2013). Díaz-Yáñez et al. (2019) state that increasing the density to the level of 2000 pcs.
ha–1 increased the probability of damage occurrence in all the forest types analysed by
these authors. Safe strategies include looser planting spacing, strong cuts at a young age
(sapling and young pole stand), and in neglected stands, very weak cuts in many entries.
Wilson and Oliver (2000) studied the effect of initial planting densities and early thinning on the stability of Douglas fir stands (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) taking
height to diameter ratios (H/D) in the 250 dominant trees as a measure of wind resistance. They found that H/D ratios can be decreased and stability increased by drastically
reducing planting density or by performing very early thinning. Due to the low planting
density, the thinning procedure can be carried out later. Thinning at a later age does not
sufficiently reduce the H/D ratio. Higher number of seedlings require very early thinning
treatments that must not be belated. In the study, planting density of 500 to 3500 pcs. ha–1
was analysed. The authors found that stands grown after planting more than 1000 trees
ha–1 require at least one thinning to maintain the H/D ratios in a moderate range (< 85)
before they reach 30 m in height. Increasing the planting density to 2000 trees ha–1 and
above, additionally reduces the time span (management flexibility) over which thinning
is effective. This effect is intensified with the increase in habitat productivity. In order
to avoid weed competition and reduction in wood quality (e.g. large branches, juvenile
wood core, and low percentage latewood), the authors propose to supplement the species
composition of stands with species that will not affect the dominant Douglas fir in the
future (Tsuga heterophylla and Thuja plicata). The authors conclude that there is no single
H/D ratio that guarantees stability. It depends on the strength of the wind. Moreover, the
acceptance of a given H/D ratio depends on the choice of the dominant, preferred forest
function. We are not able to completely eliminate the risk of wind and lowering the H/D
leads to a reduction in the production value. Intensifying the productive functions of
the forest will always lead to an increased risk from wind. On the basis of own research
(Skrzyszewski 1993) it was found that the promotion of low slenderness coefficient (less
than 80) during the thinning of trees (Norway spruce) led to the formation of stands
composed of low-branched trees with a large share of ingrown knots and with a very
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tampered trunk and wide rings which, in coniferous species, results in low mechanical strength and reduced durability of the wood. These features significantly reduce the
value of the produced raw material. Subordinating the silvicultural goal to the stability
improvement of stands may therefore be associated with a reduction in their value. It also
requires higher costs related to the possible pruning of trees.
An alternative may be the all-aged stand (selection structure) management (Griess
and Knoke 2011, Pukkala et al. 2016). Multi-storey forests (uneven-aged stand structure) are widely considered to be less vulnerable to wind damage than single-storey
stands of the same density (Dobbertin 2002, Jaworski 2013, Hanewinkel et al. 2014).
It was found that continuous cover management reduces wind damage compared to
even-aged stands (Pukkala et al. 2016). Complex structure of a stand was associated
with a low probability of windbreaks, in contrast to even-aged stands. It was also
found by Martín-Alcón et al. (2010) that the vertical structure of a stand was particularly important for determining the endurance of pine stands: the stands of even
height showed higher sensitivity to wind and snow. The low damage values found
in stands with different tree heights can be partly explained by the lower percentage of tall trees (Martín-Alcón et al. 2010). On the other hand, in even-aged stands,
adjacent trees can support each other, and the canopy surface is more aerodynamic
(less rough), especially if the height difference between individuals is small (Quine
et al. 1995). Whereas in the stands of different ages, the tallest trees do not have the
support of their neighbours (Drouineau et al. 2000), as well as in the low-density
even-aged stands, which are more exposed to violent winds than the dense stands. In
the study by Pukkala et al. (2016), very dense uncut stands were marked by a very low
wind damage probability. The lack of mutual support in selection forests, however,
may be compensated for by high resistance at the level of a single tree, because trees
in forests with such a structure usually have higher stem taper (Kenk and Guehne
2001, Mason 2002, Dhôthe 2005). Continuous cover forests are also characterised by
a shorter aggregate border length of adjacent single-storey stands of different heights
(Zeng et al. 2007). Under given conditions, the impact of the differentiation of the
height structure may depend on the species composition of the stand e.g., the study
by Díaz-Yáñez et al. (2019) showed that more heterogeneous stand structures reduce
the damage probability in stands dominated by birch but not in ones dominated
by spruce. In previous studies (Díaz-Yáñez et al. 2017), it was found, however, that
spruce stands with more heterogenous structures are less prone to suffer breakage
of trees. Measures to change the single-generation structure to the continuous cover
one pose a threat to single dominant trees if these are not adapted to the increased
wind load (Mason 2002, Martín-Alcón et al. 2010). Structure transformation requires
a preparatory period to improve stability. Therefore, treatments aimed at modifying
the structure of the stand (e.g., reducing the density of the upper storey of the stand)
should be applied carefully, gradually over a long period of time, preferably in the
early stages when stand heights are low.
Analyses by Pukkala et al. (2016) showed that the riskiest final cuttings (related to
the stand renewal) were shelterwood cuttings preceded by delicate thinnings. Stands
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were the most prone to wind damage directly after the thinnings. The cuts in which the
probability of windfalls was the lowest were strong selective thinnings in uneven-aged
stands and cuts according to the target DBH. Increasing the tree height, increasing the
H/D ratio, reducing the basal area of the stand and reducing the basal area of adjacent
stands from the windward side increased the probability of wind damage.
Another way to reduce the risk of wind damage is to minimize the differences in
height between adjacent stands (Heinonen et al. 2009, 2011) by creating a sequence of
stands of increasing height in accordance with the wind direction (Jaworski 2013). On
the other hand, as stated by Heinonen et al. (2009), the risk indicator determined on
the basis of the direction and intensity of the wind is a stronger factor influencing the
damage than the management actions focusing on minimising the differences in height
between neighbouring stands. It is also recommended to apply narrow clearcutting
belt on the border of a mature (before its removal) and young stand when the former
is located from the windward position (clearcutting to create a protective wall around
the stand) or to apply fragmentation of large complexes in order to create the edges
of stands (clearcutting of a belt of ca. 15 m in width) (Jaworski 2013). Sometimes it is
also recommended to lower the rotation length of isolated stands and raise it for stands
protecting other endangered stands from the windward side (Meilby i in. 2001). This
concept is also one of the ways to protect stands regenerated with the Gayer regeneration method (the principle of leaving the protective belt on the windward side protecting the regeneration zones) (Jaworski 2018).
In Europe, in the forests of the temperate zone, spruce stands are particularly endangered (Heinonen et al. 2009, Albrecht et al. 2012). Wind damage is of great economic
importance in pine stands due to the high proportion of these stands in terms of their
area. Evergreen coniferous forests retain their assimilation apparatus in winter and are
more exposed to wind during this period (Hanewinkel et al. 2008). The threat to spruce
(coniferous) stands is exacerbated by bark beetle gradations (Jönsson and Bärring 2011,
Marini et al. 2013). The threat to pine is magnified by the asymmetric crown development, especially with the combined effect of snow load on the crown and wind action
(Kangas 1959 and Perttilaä 1987 as cited: Päätalo et al. 1999). The models by Pasztor
et al. (2015) showed that, inter alia, reducing the share of Norway spruce, limiting the
age of the stand and reducing density may reduce the risk and the expected intensity
of wind damage.
The value of the slenderness coefficient is the result (effect, derivative) of the specific
structure of the stand, its age (height) and degree of density, as well as treatments
performed in the past. Many publications cited in this study questioned the H/D ratio
as an objective measure of stand resistance to wind. However, this does not discredit its
diagnostic value as a synthetic measure representing a complex of factors determining
the stability of a tree or a stand. The publications cited earlier indicate, however, that the
slenderness coefficient should be analysed in a complex with other variables (species
composition, stand structure and density as well as habitat, soil moisture, exposure,
slope, height above sea level, age and the height of adjacent stands).
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WYKORZYSTANIE WSPÓŁCZYNNIKA SMUKŁOŚCI
W DIAGNOZOWANIU ZAGROŻEŃ SZKÓD OD WIATRU
STRESZCZENIE
Odporność (lub jej brak) na szkody od wiatru jest związana z indywidualnymi cechami
drzewa i drzewostanu, takimi jak gatunek drzewa, wysokość, pierśnica, wielkość koron,
zagęszczenie, struktura wysokościowa, przestrzenne rozmieszczenie luk, głębokość ukorzeniania, wielkość systemu korzeniowego i rozmieszczenie korzeni kotwiczących oraz
z występowaniem zgnilizny korzeni lub pni (Zajączkowski 1991, Valinger i Fridman 2011,
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Albrecht i in. 2012, Hanewinkel i in. 2014, Pasztor i in. 2015, Pukkala i in. 2016). Każda
z wymienionych cech pojedynczego drzewa (długość korony, smukłość i wielkość systemu korzeniowego) jednostkowo wpływa na stabilność drzewa i może być kształtowana
w ramach prac pielęgnacyjnych. Odporność jest zależna również od cech glebowo-orograficznych, takich jak: wilgotność gleby (Mitchell i in. 2001), ekspozycja w stosunku do
przeważających wiatrów i nachylenie, wysokość n.p.m., oraz cech sąsiadujących drzewostanów (różnice wieku i wysokości) (Mitchell i in. 2001, Albrecht i in. 2012, Hanewinkel
i in. 2014, Pasztor i in. 2015).
W badaniach nad odpornością drzew i drzewostanów na niszczące działanie wiatru
i śniegu powszechnie wykorzystywany jest współczynnik smukłości (Abetz 1976, za:
Jaworski 2013, Burschel i Huss 1997). Jest to syntetyczny wskaźnik określający kształt
pnia (zbieżystość pnia, która jest odwrotnością smukłości). Współczynnik smukłości
oblicza się przez podzielenie wysokości (H) przez pierśnicę (D). Im większą pierśnicę
posiada drzewo przy tej samej wysokości (niższe wartości H/D), tym potrzeba większej
siły do wygięcia jego pnia. Niski współczynnik smukłości związany jest z dłuższą koroną,
niższym położeniem środka ciężkości i lepiej rozwiniętym systemem korzeniowym, ze
względu na większą przestrzeń wzrostu. Swobodny rozwój korony sprzyja zwiększeniu
przyrostu pierśnicy i zwiększaniu zbieżystości drzewa (Petty i Worrell 1981). Zwiększenie
przestrzeni wzrostu koron ogranicza również ich asymetryczny rozwój (Petty i Swain
1985, Valinger i in. 1994), a drzewa o regularnych koronach są mniej podatne na wychylenia (np. pod asymetrycznym obciążeniem przez śnieg). W mniejszym stopniu obserwuje się również występowanie momentu skręcającego. Korzenie drzew rozluźnionego
drzewostanu mocniej zakotwiczają się w glebie, co prowadzi do zwiększenia odporności
na wywały (Nielsen 1995). Peltolai in. (1997) wyjaśniają, że przy niskim współczynniku
smukłości śnieg jest zrzucany z koron drzew przez podmuchy wiatru i nie dochodzi do
kumulacji tych dwóch czynników szkodotwórczych.
W części publikacji autorzy przyjmują współczynnik smukłości jako miarę stabilności
drzew/drzewostanów. Formułują wnioski i oceny co do zasad pielęgnacji drzewostanu,
zakładając, że niższe wartości H/D będą skutkowały większą odpornością na wiatr i śnieg
(Rymer-Dudzińska 1992, Wang i in. 1998, Wilson i Oliver 2000, Orzeł 2007, Kaźmierczak
i in. 2008, Korzeniewicz i in. 2016, 2019). Inne podejście metodyczne to tworzenie modeli pozwalających na predykcję faktu wystąpienia szkody od wiatru lub prawdopodobieństwa jej wystąpienia. W modelach tych współczynnik smukłości jest jedną z wielu
zmiennych. Analiza skuteczności, miar dopasowania, możliwości predykcyjnych i klasyfikacyjnych tych modeli wskazuje, że współczynnik smukłości jako pojedyncza zmienna
ma często relatywnie małą wartość jako zmienna wyjaśniająca. W badaniach Pukkala
i in. (2016) zmienna współczynnik smukłości okazała się użyteczna, ale tylko w interakcji z określonym poziomem pola pierśnicowego przekroju drzewostanu. W publikacji
Martín-Alcón i in. (2010) wpływ na predykcję procentu uszkodzonych drzew w drzewostanie miał współczynnik smukłości, ale podzielony przez pole przekroju drzewostanu.
Sama smukłość nie jest dobrym wskaźnikiem stabilności drzewostanu, potrzebny jest
również wskaźnik wzajemnego wspierania się drzew w obrębie drzewostanu (Schütz i in.
2006, Schelhaas i in. 2007, Martín-Alcón i in. 2010). W publikacji Albrecht i in. (2012)
stwierdzono, że łącznie z H/D powinna być uwzględniana zmienna wysokość drzewa.
Krytycznie oceniono również przydatność współczynnika smukłości jako predyktora
w badaniach obejmujących dane historyczne. Oliverira (1987) i Schütz i in. (2006) również nie rekomendują wykorzystania wskaźnika H/D jako pojedynczej zmiennej będącej predyktorem odporności na szkody od wiatru. W publikacji Díaz-Yáñez i in. (2019),
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w najlepszych pod względem predykcyjnym modelach, współczynnik smukłości miał
udział w wyjaśnianiu prawdopodobieństwa uszkodzeń poniżej 10%. Wysokość drzew
wyjaśniała większą część prawdopodobieństwa wystąpienia uszkodzenia.
Ze względu na powszechne wykorzystanie współczynnika smukłości jako miary (wskaźnika) odporności na szkody od wiatru wielu autorów podaje jego pożądane/krytyczne
wartości. W Niemczech Abetz (1987) zalecał wartość współczynnika smukłości około 80
jako właściwą dla świerka pospolitego. W podręczniku Burschel i Huss (1997) dla gatunków iglastych autorzy przyjęli następującą skalę wartości: bardzo niestabilne (H/D > 100),
niestabilne (H/D 80–100), stabilne (H/D < 80), drzewa rosnące pojedynczo (H/D < 45).
Wartości podawane przez innych autorów są zbliżone (Cremer i in. 1982, Lohmander
i Helles 1987, Johann 1981 i Rottmann 1985, za: Peltola i in. 1997, Becquey i Riou-Nivert
1987, za: Wilson i Oliver 2000).
Wilson i Oliver (2000) w podsumowaniu swych badań stwierdzają, że nie ma jednej wartości H/D gwarantującej stabilność. Jest ona zależna od siły wiatru. Nie jesteśmy w stanie
całkowicie wyeliminować zagrożenia od wiatru, a obniżanie H/D prowadzi do zmniejszenia wartości lub kosztów (podkrzesywanie) produkcji. Skrzyszewski (1993) stwierdził, że
promowanie podczas trzebieży drzew (świerk pospolity) o niskim współczynniku smukłości (poniżej 80) prowadzi do powstania drzewostanów złożonych z drzew nisko ugałęzionych z dużym udziałem sęków wrośniętych oraz o bardzo zbieżystym pniu i szerokich
słojach, co u gatunków iglastych skutkuje niską wytrzymałością mechaniczną i obniżoną
trwałością drewna. Bezpieczne strategie to luźniejsza więźba sadzenia i/lub silne cięcia
w młodym wieku (młodnik, żerdziowina), a w drzewostanach zaniedbanych bardzo słabe
cięcia w wielu nawrotach. Alternatywą może być hodowla drzewostanów przerębowych
(Dobbertin 2002, Griess i Knoke 2011, Jaworski 2013, Hanewinkel i in. 2014, Pukkala
i in. 2016).
Wartość współczynnika smukłości jest skutkiem (efektem, pochodną) określonej budowy piętrowej drzewostanu (struktury), jego wieku (wysokości) i stopnia zagęszczenia
oraz zabiegów wykonanych w przeszłości. Cytowane wcześniej publikacje wskazują, że
współczynnik smukłości powinien być analizowany w kompleksie z innymi zmiennymi
(składem gatunkowym, strukturą i zagęszczeniem drzewostanu oraz siedliskiem, wilgotnością gleby, ekspozycją, nachyleniem, wysokością n.p.m. i wiekiem oraz wysokością sąsiadujących drzewostanów).
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